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[00:00]  
 
សS&ប់�យ និងសS&ប់បង 
េតNអ#ក�ងំពីរគិត*� ន�ពរបស់អង� �ចេពលេនះ�៉ងេម៉ចែដរ? 
េហNយaនឹងេ��៉ងPេ�ៃថ�អ�គត? 
For both of you, what do you think about Angkuoch in this current situation? What 
will it be like in the future?  
 
[គ.ល៖]  
[KL:] 

េបN�មខ� � ំគិតេមNលេលNអ�គតរបស់អង� �ច 
SបសិនេបN�ជរX¡ ភិ£នមិនជួយេលNកតៃម¥  ខ� � ំគិត¦a§ច*បសូន© 
ពីេSªះ¦អ#កេធ« Nេ�ែតចង់េធ« NេដNម¬ីចំណូល។ ែតេXយ*រេភ®វបរេទសមក 
អ#កលក់មិនសូវឱ©តៃម¥ឧបករណ៍ bេហតុេធ« Nឱ©េភ®វអឺរ±ុបមិនសូវ*² ល់។ 
េពលែដលអ#កលក់មិនមកទិញពីអ#កេធ« N ពួកេយNងក៏ឈប់េធ« N។ ខ� � ំគិត¦ ៃថ�អ�គត 
SបសិនេបNេគមិនយកចិតBទុកXក់ a§ចនឹង*បសូន©។ ខ� � ំគិតអ¶· ឹង 
េXយ*រឥឡ¹ វេនះ េក̀ងខ¥ះមិន*² ល់¦អង� �ចbអ« ីផង? &នែតអ#កលក់ 
និងអ#កេធ« Nែដល*² ល់! េក̀ងេផ»ងមិន*² ល់! កុំ¦ែតអឺរ±ុប 
សូម¬ីែតេក̀ងក¼ �ងSស Uកក៏មិន*² ល់¦អង� �ចbអ« ីផង! ខ� � ំគិត¦ a§ចនឹង*បសូន© 
SបសិនេបNេយNងមិនែថរក½។  
To my mind, I think if the government does not help to promote the value of 
this instrument, it will disappear. We are the makers; we want to sell it to get 
an income from it.  Because there is no market, we cannot make it. For 
Europeans who come to Cambodia, their sellers no longer sell it and so the 
tourists do not know about it. I feel sad because even local people don’t know 
what Angkuoch is. If we do not preserve it, it will be lost. 

 
ចុះចំែណក�យវ Áញ? េតN�យគិត¦ 
a&នសំ5ន់ែដរឬេទក¼ �ងQរែថររក½អង� �ចេនះឱ©គង់វង»េ�មុខ? 
What about you, Yeay? Do you think it is important to keep Angkuoch strong?  
 
[ឡ.ម៖] 
[LM:] 

Åស! SបសិនេបNេយNងឱ©េគេលង SបេទសេយNងនឹងរ :កចេSមNន។ *# ៃដែខ̀រ!ែតេនះ 
សូម¬ីែតក¼ �ងភូមិក៏មិនសូវ&នអ#ករÆលឹកេទ។ េគមិនរÆលឹកេទ។ 
ែតេបNQលជំ�ន់�េគNយេ�រស់ េក̀ងៗេចះេធ« NេSចNន។ តូក េ�េធ« N�ល់ៃថ�។ 
បÈ Éនៃថ¥របស់កូនេÊ_ត់េ�េធ« N�ល់ៃថ�។  
Yes! If we let them play, our country will develop. Khmer handcraft! But now, 
even local people do not care about it. They do not think about it. When Ta 
Keuy was alive, a lot of young people could do it. Mr Tok makes it every day. 
Tok is a brother in law of the youngest child of his first wife.  

 
[02:50] 
 
េតN_ត់េ�េធ« N�ល់ៃថ�? 



Does he make it nowadays?  
 
[ឡ.ម៖] 
[LM:]  

Åស!  
Yes!  

 
[គ.ល៖] 
[KL:]  

ែត_ត់មិនសូវេធ« Nេទ េXយ*រ_ត់លក់មិនសូវXច់!  
But he does not make it often because he cannot sell many. 
  

[ឡ.ម៖] 
[LM:] លក់មិនសូវXច់!  
Cannot sell many!  
 

 
[គ.ល៖] 
[KL:]  

េXយ*រែត_ត់លក់មិនសូវXច់ េពលេនះ_ត់េមNលេ_។ េពលដល់ែខេធ« NែSស 
_ត់ក៏េ�េធ« NែSស។ ទS&ំែត&នេគយូរៗមកពឹងឱ©េធ« NមBង _ត់ក៏េធ« N។  
Since he cannot sell many, he looks after cows nowadays. When the rice 
farming season comes, he goes to do rice farming. When people ask him to 
make Angkuoch, he does so.  

 
[03:13]  
 
ែតេតNQរែដលេធ« Nឱ©េគ*² ល់ និងដងឹេ�ះ&ន*រៈសំ5ន់ែដរឬេទ? 
Do you think it is important for people to know how to make and play Angkuoch?  
 
[ឡ.ម៖] 
[LM:]  

Åស!Sបសិនbជួយឱ©េគ*² ល់ដូចពីមុន aលÐ ែមនែទនសS&ប់ែខ̀រេយNង។ 
Yes! If people knew about it like before, it would be very good for Cambodia.  

 
… 
 
He does not live in this village. Is that right?  
េតNកូនSប UសេÊរបស់�រស់េ�ឯPែដរ? េ�ភូមិេនះ ឬភូមិេផ»ង? 
 
[គ.ល៖] 
[KL:]  

េ�ភូមិbមួយ_# !ឥឡ¹ វ_ត់េធ« NbងbងផÓះ និងbងែដក។  
He lives in the same village. Now he is a carpenter and a blacksmith. 

 
... 
 
Where does he live?  
េតN_ត់េ�ឯP?  
 
[គ.ល៖] 
[KL:] 



Sបែហលbមួយរយែម៉Sតពីេនះេ�! ែតេពលេនះ _ត់bប់រវល់QរÕរ។ 
SបសិនេបN£នS£ប់មុន _ត់Sបែហលb§ចេ�ជួប£ន។ 
េពលែដលអត់£នPត់ែបបេនះ _ត់េចញេ�េធ« NQរអស់។  
A hundred meters from here! Maybe he is busy now. If you want to meet him, 
you should have set an appointment in advance. When he has no 
appointment, he leaves already for work like this. 
 

[គ.ល៖] 
[KL:] 

ពីមុន ឪពុកខ� � ំbbងផÓះេឈN។ ដល់េវនបងខ� � ំ _ត់បនBពីពុកខ� � ំ។ 
_ត់bbងេឈNដូច_# ។ _ត់ស# ងដំែណងbbងេឈN  និងbងផÓះ។ 
_ត់×¥ ប់េធ« Nអង� �ចែដរ ែតេពលែដលមិន&នអ#កទិញ _ត់ក៏ឈប់េធ« N។ េពលេនះ 
_ត់bbងផÓះ។  
My father used to be a carpenter. My brother continues that on from my 
father. He is like the heir. He learned all the skills from my father as a 
carpenter. He used to make Angkuoch too, but when there were no buyers, he 
stopped. Now he is a carpenter.  

 
… 
 
[05:17]  
 
So your father was both a carpenter and a maker of Angkuoch?  
អ¶· ឹងពុកបងbbងេឈNផង និងbអ#កេធ« Nអង� �ចផង? 
 
[គ.ល៖] 
[KL:] 

Åស! _ត់េធ« NផÓះផង េធ« Nអង� �ច និងេធ« NែSសផងែដរ។  
Yes! he was a carpenter, Angkuoch maker and a farmer.  

 
[គ.ល៖] 
[KL:] 

SបសិនេបN_ត់េធ« Nអង� �ចែតមួយមុខ _ត់មិន§ចចិ¶· ឹមកូនរស់េទ 
េXយ*រយូរៗេទNបលក់Xច់មBង។  
If he relied solely on Angkuoch, he could not raise all the children easily 
because people barely bought Angkuoch.  

 
… 
 
The money that he got from Angkuoch, was it only a little part of his income then?  
េតNលុយែដល_ត់ទទួល£នពីQរលក់អង� �ចេ�ះតិចតួចPស់ែមនេទ? 

 
[គ.ល៖] 
[KL:] 

េបNនិ�យេ� SបសិនេបNSគÙ*រចំPយ១០០�គរយ 
ចំណូលែដល£នមកពីអង� �ចSបែហលb៣០�គរយប៉ុេPÝ ះ 
េXយ*រaលក់មិនសូវXច់។  
If the family spending was 100 percent, the income from selling Angkuoch was 
only 30 percent of that because we could not sell it well.  

 
ែតពីមុនមិនែមនអ¶· ឹងេទ? េទNបែតថ̀ីៗេនះេទ?  
But wasn’t it like this before?  
 
[គ.ល៖]  



[KL:] 
ពីមុនមក ទីផ½រ&នលកOណៈដូចែត_# ។ ពីមុន 
a§ចXច់េSចNនេXយ*រេពលែដលពួកខ� � ំេ�តូច មិន�ន់&នអ#កេចះេធ« Nេទ។ 
េពលែដលេគរក េគមករក_ត ់(ឪពុក)។ Åប់ពីÞ# ំ២០០០មក &នអ#កេចះេធ« NេSចNន 
េគក៏េ�ទិញពីអ#កេធ« Nេផ»ង។ ដូចbអ៊á ជី bេដNម! 
េពលែដល_ត់េចះេធ« NេXយខâ �នឯង _ត់េធ« N េហNយកូន_ត់យកaេ�លក់។ 
_ត់មិនពិ£កមកទិញពីSគÙ*រខ� � ំេទãតេទ។ ជួនQល េពលែដល_ត់េធ« N
ឱ©េគមិន�ន់ េគក៏មកទិញពីSគÙ*រខ� � ំខ¥ ះ។  
It was the same before. Before, we could sell well because there were not many 
makers. If people wanted to buy, they came straight to my father. Since 2000, 
there have been many more Angkuoch makers so people started to buy from 
them too. Such as Uncle Chi [Krak Chi]! Once he knew how to make them by 
himself, he did so, and his son took them to sell. He did not need to come and 
buy them from my family. But sometimes, when he could not make them in 
time for his customers, he came to buy some from my family.  

 
… 
 
[07:16] 
 
[ខ.ហ៖] 
[CG:] 
For this project, the British Museum is helping us to do the project. And one of the 
reason that they are helping is to try to keep this important knowledge and tradition 
strong. And that something that you said you felt also important.  
ដូចែដលខ� � ំ£នS£ប់បងរចួេហNយ¦ គេS&ងែដលពួកេយNងេធ« Nេនះ 
គឺ_ំSទេXយ*រមនÓ ីរៃនចSកភពអង់េគ¥ស។ េគឱ©ពួកេយNងមកចងSកងេនះ 
ក៏េXយ*រែតេគគិត¦a&ន*រៈសំ5នក់¼ �ងQរចងSកងពីឧបករណ៍េនះេឡNងវ Áញ 
ក៏ដូចbរក½Sបៃពណីេនះឱ©លÐ ។ េហNយaក៏bអ« ីែដលបង£នS£ប់អមèញ់¦ 
បងក៏គិត¦a&ន*រៈសំ5ន់ែដរ។  
 
[ខ.ហ៖] 
[CG:] 
And one of the things that we would like to do from this project is to make a video 
documentary about Angkuoch. We have been talking instrument makers, Mr Bin 
Song and Mr Krak Chi and his son. And I wonder if you would be willing for us to do 
a little video. Just a few minutes outside here! And whether you would be willing for 
us to put it in the video documentary?  
លទêផលែដលពួកេយNងចង់£នពីគេS&ងេនះ គឺវ :េដអូឯក*រអំពីអង� �ច។ 
ពួកេយNង£នជួយអ#កេធ« Nអង� �ចពីរ�ក់េហNយគឺ េ.ក� ë ìន សុង និង េ.ក� SQក់ ជី 
និងកូនរបស់_ត់។ ខ� � ំចង់ដឹង¦ េតNបងចង់ចូលរមួក¼ �ងQរថតៃនគេS&ងេនះែដរឬអត់? 
Sតឹមែតពីរឬបី�ទីេទ! េហNយខ� � ំចង់ដឹង¦ 
េតNបងយល់Sពមឱ©ពួកេយNងប¶í ÉលQរស&' សេ�ះេ�ក¼ �ងវ :េដអូឯក*រ£នែដរឬក៏អត់?  
 
GនេSចNន! 
Many cars!  
 
[គ.ល៖]  
[KL:] 

េពលSពឹក&នGនេSចNន!  
There are many cars in the morning.  

 
… 
 



[គ.ល៖]  
[KL:] 

ខ� � ំ§ចចូលរមួ£ន ែតខ� � ំគិត¦េបNបងសួរបងSប Uសខ� � ំែដលbអ#កេធ« NîÓ ល់ 
_ត់§ចS£ប់ចèស់.ស់។ ខ� � ំមិនេចះេធ« N ខ� � ំមិនយល់ពីរេបãបេធ« Nេ�ះចèស់.ស់េទ។  
It is possible for me to participate but I think it is better to talk to my brother. 
He knows a lot about how to make Angkuoch and all the steps. He has a lot of 
knowledge regarding that. I cannot make it myself. 

 
[09:54]  
 
[ខ.ហ៖] 
[CG:] 
No! I understand. Thank you! If we have time, we would love to meet your brother. I 
think [now] we would not ask you questions about making the instrument, but we 
would love to hear just a little bit about your story, that you think this instrument is 
made by your father. And by your husband, Yeay. 
អត់អីេទ បង! ខ� � ំយល់។ SបសិនេបNពួកេយNង&នេពល 
ពួកេយNងក៏ចង់ជួបbមួយនឹងបងSប Uសរបស់បងែដរ។ ខ� � ំគិត¦ 
ពួកេយNងនឹងមិនសួរពីរេបãបៃនQរេធ« Nអង� �ចេទេពលេនះេទ  ប៉ុែនB  
ពួកេយNងចង់ឱ©បងS£ប់ពីេរòង�± វែដលបងគិត¦ 
អង� �ចេនះSត¹វ£នេធ« NេXយឪពុករបស់បង និងេXយបB ីរបស់�យែដរ។  
 
[គ.ល៖]  
[KL:] 

Åស!  
Yes!  

 
[ខ.ហ៖] 
 [CG:] 
Does that sound okay?  
 
[គ.ល៖]  
[KL:] 
 

អត់អីេទ! 
No worries!  

 
[10:45]  
 
[ខ.ហ៖] 
 [CG:] 
So when the documentary is finished in a few months, we would love to share it 
[with] as many people as possible. We would love to share it with the British Museum. 
We would love to put it in the Bophana Centre in Phnom Penh so all Cambodians can 
come and watch it. We will keep it in the Heritage Hub in Siem Reap as well. We are 
going to have an event in Siem Reap later this year where everybody can come and 
watch the video.  
Sបែហលbពីរឬបីែខេទãត េ�េពលែដលេយNងសSមÙលវ :េដអូេនះចប់េហNយ 
ពួកេយNងនឹងយកវ :េដអូែដលេយNង£នថតេ�Xក់េ�*រៈមនÓ ីរចSកភពអង់េគ¥ស។ ដូេច#ះ 
អ#កPែដលÅប់§រម̀ណ៍នឹងQរេធ« Nអង� �ច េគ§ចមកេមNល£ន។ 
សS&ប់Sបbជនក¼ �ងSស Uក!  
ពួកេយNងនឹងយកវ :េដអូេនះេ�ទុកេ�មជõមណö លេ*តទស»ន៍បុ£÷ Pេ�ភ# ំេពញ 
និងេ�មជõមណö ល េបតិកភណö  ក¼ �ងវតBបូរណ៍ ៃនេខតBេសãម�ប។ ដូេច#ះ អ#កPែដលចង់ដឹង 
ឬចង់យល់ពីQរេធ« Nអង� �ចេនះ _ត់§ចេ�េមNល និងS*វSbវេ�ទី�ំង�ងំេ�ះ£ន។ 



 
[ខ.ហ៖] 
[CG:] 
Before we go today, we will leave an information sheet about the project. It has our 
names on it and it has the name of the man at Heritage Hub, Seng, who you can 
contact anytime if you’ve got any questions about the project.  
មុនេពលែដលពួកេយNងSតលប់េ�វ Áញ ពួកខ� � ំនឹងទុកSកXសព័ត៌&នមួយសS&ប់បង។ 
េ�េលNSកXសព័ត៌&នេ�ះ a&នេú̀ះរបស់ពួកខ� � ំ�ងំអស់_# ។ េហNយa&នេú̀ះបង 
េសង ែដល_ត់េធ« NQរេ�មជõមណö ល េបតិកភណö  ក¼ �ងវតBបូរណ៍េខតBេសãម�ប។ 
េបNបង&នសំណួរឬចំងល់ បង§ច�ក់ទងសួរ_ត់£ន។   
 
[12:44]  
 
[ខ.ហ៖] 
[CG:] 
Yeay! Would you be happy to be also in the video, and tell us a little bit about your 
husband? Maybe you [could] tell us [again] that he loved you through the Angkuoch?  
េបNពួកខ� � ំសួរ�យឱ©ចូលរមួក¼ �ងវ :េដអូ េតN�យសបèយចិតBក¼ �ងQរចូលរមួែដរឬេទ?  
ពួកខ� � ំនឹងសួរសំណួរពីរឬបីសំណួរ។ េតN�យនឹងS£ប់¦ 
�×¥ ប់*រ�ពS£ប់¦Sស.ញ់�យ�មអង� �ចែដរឬេទ?  
 

[េសNច...!]  
[Laughs…!]  

 
[ខ.ហ៖] 
[CG:] 
 Is that okay, Yeay?  
 
[ឡ.ម៖] 
[LM:] 

Åស! _ត់S£ប់។ េពលែដល_ត់îÓ ត់ ខ� � ំ*B ប់£ន ែតខ� � ំមិនេចះនិ�យតបេ�វ Áញ។  
Yes! He told me that. I could hear him but I could not reply. 

 
… 
 
[គ.ល៖] 
[KL] 

េគេចះែត&# ក់_ត់ េហNយ_ត់មិនដឹង¦îÓ ត់ឱ©អ#កP*B ប់។ _ត់និ�យ_# £ន 
ែតេយNងមិនដឹង¦ _ត់និ�យពីអ« ី? [េសNច...!]  
He knew how to play alone and he did not know who to play for. He could 
communicate, but we did not know what he was talking about. [Laughs…]  

 
[13:12]  
 
[ខ.ហ៖] 
 [CG:] 
If you could reply, what would you have said to him?  
េបN�យេចះîÓ ត់េ�វ Áញ េតN�យនឹងនិ�យ¦េម៉ចេ�_ត់?  
ឧ�ហរណ៍¦�យេចះ!  

 
[គ.ល៖] 
[KL] 

 េបNេចះîÓ ត់េ�វ Áញ េតNែម៉នឹងនិ�យ¦េម៉ចេ�_ត់?  
If you could reply, what would you have said to him?  



 
[ឡ.ម៖] 
 [LM:] 

ខ� � ំតបS£ប់¦េគវ Áញ។  
I would have responded back.  

 
[គ.ល៖] 
[KL] 

S£ប់¦ «អូនSសGញ់បង» ែដរ?  
Tell that ‘I love you too’?  

 
[ឡ.ម៖] 
 [LM:] 

[េសNច...!] ដូចbនិ�យbមួយជនបរេទស! ខ� � ំ*B ប់។ ខ� � ំ*B ប់ែតសេម¥ងេគ 
ែតមិនដឹងនិ�យ¦េម៉ចេ�វ Áញ?  
[Laughs…] It is like when I listen to foreigners. I listen and I can hear their voice, 
but I do not know how to respond. 

 
[14:37]  
 
[ខ.ហ៖] 
 [CG:] 
Thank you very much for chatting with us! If it is okay, we will take five or ten minutes 
to set our video camera. When we are ready, we will invite you to have a little chat 
with us.  
អរគុណ�យែដល£ននិ�យbមួយពួកេយNង! 
ពួកេយNងSត¹វQរេពលS£ំេ�ដប់�ទីសS&ប់Xក់Qេម�± ។ េពលែដលពួកេយNងេរãបចំរចួ�ល់ 
ពួកេយNងនឹងអេ¶þ Nញបងេ�។  
 
[គ.ល៖] 
[KL:] 

ថតៃថ�P? ឥឡ¹ វ? 
Shoot on which date? Now?  

 
ឥឡ¹ វ! 
Now!  
 
[គ.ល៖] 
[KL:] 

អត់អីេទបង!  
No problem!  
 

[ឡ.ម៖] 
 [LM:] 
 

ចុះ£នអ#កPេធ« Nឱ©បងេមNលេទ? 
But who can show you how to make it? 
   

[គ.ល៖] 
[KL:] 
 

អ#កPេធ« Nឱ©បងេមNលេទ? 
Who can show the making?  
 



You want them to show how to make it?  
េតNចង់ឱ©ពួកេគបÕÿ ញពីរេបãបេធ« Nែដរឬេទ?  
 
[15:34]  
 
[ខ.ហ៖] 
 [CG:] 
No, that’s fine. Is there anybody here or not? If not, that is fine. We are happy to ask a 
few questions today.  
េទ! មិនអីេទ។ &នអ#កPេ�េទ! េបNអត់េទ ពួកេយNង_̀នបYÿ អ« ីេទ។ 
ពួកេយNងសបèយចិតBនឹងQរែដល£នសួរសំណួរបងេ�ៃថ�េនះ។  
[េXយ*របងSប Uសបងមិនេ� 
អ¶· ឹងឱ©ែត£នបងនឹង�យជែជកbមួយពួកេយNងគឺSគប់S_ន់េហNយ! 
ពួកខ� � ំអរគុណេSចNន!]  
 
អរគុណ! 
Thanks!  
 
[ឡ.ម៖] 
 [LM:] 

 ែខ̀រមិនេលNកតៃម¥! 
 Khmer people do not help to promote.  
 

[ឡ.ម៖] 
 [LM:] 

េបNេគេលNកតៃម¥ កូនេ!§ចេរãនេធ« N!  
If they promote, people in the next generation can make it.  

 
[គ.ល៖] 
[KL:] 

េបNSប Uសៗេចះេធ« NQរÕរេនះ Sបសិនbទីផ½ររលូនលÐ  _ត់§ចេ�ផÓះ 
និងេ�ជុំbមួយSបពនêកូន។ ែតេXយ*រលក់មិនសូវXច់ ពួកេយNងSត¹វîÐ ក។  
If the market for this instrument is good, men can stay at home and be with 
their wives and children.  

 
[16:49 – END] 


